
AN1208: Choosing the Correct Oscillator
to Meet Your IEEE 1588v2 Network
Synchronization Holdover Requirements

This application note is intended to help users choose the appropriate oscillator to
meet their holdover requirements for their IEEE 1588v2 application when using the
Si5388/89 in T-BC or T-TSC clock modes.

This Application Note will explore holdover in IEEE 1588v2 applications. ITU-T Rec-
ommendation G.8273.2 [1] defines holdover as “When a T-BC loses all of its input
phase and time references, it enters the phase/time holdover state. Under these cir-
cumstances, the T-BC may either rely on the holdover of a local oscillator (holdover
without physical layer assist), or on a physical layer frequency assistance reference
traceable to a primary reference clock (PRC) (holdover with physical layer assist), or on
a combination of both.” The holdover performance of a sample TCXO and OCXO are
compared to provide the user with an understanding of the tradeoffs when choosing
an oscillator for their application. For long-term (24 hour) holdover performance evalua-
tion, the end-to-end phase error requirement for LTE-TDD small cell mobile networks of
±1.5 µs is used as the measuring stick for evaluating these different reference clocks.
Finally, the status of the holdover requirements for the two IEEE 1588v2 clock modes
(T-BC and T-TSC) are briefly explained.

KEY POINTS
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• Overview of holdover in the Si5388/89

Network Synchronizer
• Performance results of holdover using

several reference oscillators are presented
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1.  Synchronization Standards

There are three main methods for delivering synchronization over packet networks. The first is Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE) which
is defined by the International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standards Sector (ITU-T) G.8262 [2] and G.8262.1 [3].
SyncE provides frequency synchronization using physical-layer-based timing. The second approach is to use packet-based timing
using Precision Time Protocol, PTP, (IEEE 1588v2)[4], which provides synchronization as defined by ITU-T G.826x (frequency synchro-
nization), and by ITU-T G.827x (phase synchronization). IEEE 1588 exchanges time stamp messages between network nodes used to
synchronize the local system to an accurate master clock. Lastly, Global Navigation Satellite System, or GNSS, (aka BeiDou, Galileo,
GLONASS, IRNSS/NavIC, QZSS and GPS) can be used to provide time synchronization. This requires an antenna and line of sight
visibility to the sky, which can be impractical and less cost effective.

Synchronization standards have defined the term “holdover” so that the network continues to function reliably in the event the
synchronization input is disrupted or temporarily unavailable. These requirements specify the maximum allowed excursions of an output
clock in the event an input is disrupted.
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2.  Description of IEEE 1588v2 Holdover Requirements and Comparison with SyncE Holdover Require-
ments

AN1170 [5]provides an excellent description of holdover and uses the Si5348 to demonstrate the holdover performance in a frequency-
based synchronization network (e.g., SyncE).

While traditional network synchronization has relied on the accurate distribution of frequency, evolving wireless networks require the
distribution of accurate time and phase. In an IEEE 1588v2 network, the parameter that is often measured in these networks is time
error (TE). Time error (at a T-BC or T-TSC) is the difference between a local clock and a reference clock (usually a T-GM) and is
often the parameter that determines the quality of the T-BC or T-TSC. The TE baseline used in this Application Note for comparing
various reference oscillators for long-term (24 hour) holdover performance is the LTE-TDD small cell end-to-end budget of ±1.5 µs.
Since there can be many intermediate nodes between the network end points, each node needs to support the end-to-end requirement
and therefore is budgeted a constant time error (cTE) allocation depending on its class (for Class A cTE < 50 ns, for Class B cTE is <20
ns, and for Class C cTE is <10 ns; A new class is being proposed as Class D with cTE <5 ns.)

Phase and frequency are determined by time stamp messages transmitted between a master port and slave port. A physical layer clock
(e.g., SyncE) can stabilize the operation of T-BC’s and T-TSC’s and can make the time error measured at the slave port more accurate.
There are two cases of holdover. In one case, (holdover with physical layer assist – refer to Figure 2.1 on page 3) it is possible to
lose the phase/time synchronization while a physical layer clock can continue to provide frequency synchronization traceable to a PRC.
The other case (holdover without physical layer assist – refer to Figure 2.2 on page 4) is when the phase/time synchronization is lost,
and the local oscillator is solely responsible for holdover performance. The holdover performance in these two cases will be different.

In Synchronous Ethernet networks, only frequency synchronization (not phase) is applicable. The holdover requirements for SyncE are
specified in Section 11.2 of ITU-T G.8262[2]. Here, the holdover state is defined as “when an EEC loses all its references”. In this
situation, the EEC will detect a LOS on the input clock it was using for synchronization and switch to holdover and a local reference
oscillator.
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Figure 2.1.  Holdover with Physical Layer Assist
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Figure 2.2.  Holdover without Physical Layer Assist
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3.  IEEE 1588v2 Modes of Operation and their Associated Holdover Requirements

Holdover requirements for T-BC and T-TSC are specified in ITU-T G.8273.2[1]. Of the two holdover cases described in the previous
section, only holdover with physical layer assist has been specified (holdover without physical layer assist is currently “for further
study”).

Per section 7.4.2.2 in ITU-T G.8273.2: When a T-BC loses all of its input phase and time references, it enters the phase/time holdover
state. Under these circumstances, the T-BC may rely on a physical layer frequency assistance reference traceable to a primary
reference clock (PRC).

This requirement reflects the performance of the clock in cases when the PTP input is ideal followed by disconnection of the PTP input.
The physical layer frequency input is ideal.

The phase/time output will be measured through a first order low-pass filter with bandwidth of 0.1 Hz.

The phase/time performance during loss of PTP input reference requirements based on physical layer frequency applicable to a T-BC
under constant temperature conditions is shown in Table 3.1 on page 5 (based on Table 7-6 from ITU-T G.8273.2 Section 7.4.2.2)
and Figure 3.1 on page 5 (based on Figure 7-1 from ITU-T G.8273.2 Section 7.4.2.2). Under constant temperature conditions (within
±1K) the maximum observation interval is 1000 seconds.

Table 3.1.  Performance Allowance during Loss of PTP Input (MTIE) for T-BC with Constant Temperature

MTIE Limit [ns] Observation Interval τ [s]

22 + 40 τ0.1 1 < τ < 100

22 + 25.25 τ0.2 100 < τ < 1000

Figure 3.1.  Performance Allowance during Loss of PTP Input (MTIE) for T-BC with Constant Temperature

The phase/time performance during loss of PTP input reference requirements based on physical layer frequency applicable to a T-BC
under variable temperature conditions is shown in Table 3.2 on page 6 ((based on Table 7-7 from ITU-T G.8273.2 Section 7.4.2.2)
and Figure 3.2 on page 6 (based on Figure 7-2 from ITU-T G.8273.2 Section 7.4.2.2). Under variable temperature conditions the
maximum observation interval is 10000 seconds.
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Table 3.2.  Performance Allowance during Loss of PTP Input (MTIE) for T-BC with Variable Temperature

MTIE Limit [ns] Observation Interval τ [s]

22 + 40 τ0.1 + 0.5τ 1 < τ < 100

72 + 25.25 τ0.2 100 < τ < 1000

for further study 1000 < τ < 10000

Figure 3.2.  Performance Allowance during Loss of PTP input (MTIE) for T-BC with Variable Temperature
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4.  Overview of holdover in Si5388/89

The Si5388/89 is a Network Synchronizer clock with three independently configurable DSPLLs, one of which is dedicated to the IEEE
1588 Servo Loop FW (see figure below). Any of the 3 DSPLLs (A, C or D) will automatically enter holdover when the selected input
clock becomes invalid (i.e., when either out-of-frequency (OOF), or loss-of-signal (LOS) fault monitoring indicators are asserted) and no
other valid input clocks are available for selection. Each DSPLL calculates a historical average of the input frequency while in locked
mode to minimize the initial frequency offset when entering the holdover mode. The averaging circuit for each DSPLL stores up to 72
seconds of historical frequency data while locked to a valid clock input. The final averaged holdover frequency value is calculated from
a programmable window with the stored historical frequency data. Both the window size and the delay are programmable. The window
size determines the amount of holdover frequency averaging. The delay value is used to ignore frequency data that may be corrupt just
before the input clock failure. Each of the three Si5388/89 DSPLLs computes its own holdover frequency average to maintain complete
holdover independence between the DSPLLs.

Figure 4.1.  Simplified Block Diagram of the Si5388/89

When entering holdover, a DSPLL will pull its output clock frequency to the calculated average holdover frequency. While in holdover,
the output frequency drift is entirely dependent on the external reference clock connected to the REF / REFb pins. If a clock input
becomes valid, a DSPLL will automatically exit the holdover mode and re-acquire lock to the new input clock. This process involves
adjusting the output clock to achieve frequency and phase lock with the new input clock.

The recommended mode of exit from holdover is a ramp in frequency. Just before the exit begins, the frequency difference between
the output frequency while in holdover and the desired, new output frequency is measured. It is possible that the new output clock
frequency will not be the same as the holdover output frequency because the new input clock frequency might have changed, and
the holdover history circuit may have changed the holdover output frequency. The ramp logic calculates the difference in frequency
between the holdover frequency and the new, desired output frequency. Using the user selected ramp rate, the correct ramp time is
calculated. The output ramp rate is then applied for the correct amount of time so that when the ramp ends, the output frequency will
be the desired new frequency. Using the ramp, the transition between the two frequencies is smooth and linear. The ramp rate can be
selected to be very slow (0.2 ppm/sec), very fast (40,000 ppm/sec) or any of ~40 values that are in between. The loop bandwidth, BW,
values do not limit or affect the ramp rate selections (and vice versa).
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5.  Holdover Performance Test Results

Customers demand timing products that are both high performance and field proven to reduce risk and shorten design cycle times.
In addition, these products must meet the minimum performance requirements of the applicable standards. Si5388/89 meets the
requirements of ITU-T G.8262, G.8262.1, and ITU-T G.8273.2.

Customers often ask: “how good does my reference oscillator need to be to meet ITU-T G.8273.2 holdover requirements?” To answer
this question, the Skyworks’ Si5388/89 reference design (based on a Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ MPSoC processor) was tested in
T-BC mode under both holdover conditions mentioned earlier in this application note: phase/time holdover with physical layer assist,
and phase/time holdover without physical layer assist. Tests were performed over short-term (1000 seconds, per section 7.4.2.2 of
G.8273.2) as well as long-term (24-hour). Two reference oscillators were compared (a 12.8 MHz, OCXO: STP3158LF from Rakon; and
12.8 MHz, TCXO: E6413LF from Rakon). All tests were run under constant temperature only.

The figure below shows the test setup.
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Figure 5.1.  Test Setup for ITU-T G.8273.2 Holdover Tests

One of the key clock specifications defined in ITU-T Recommendation G.8273.2 is “noise generation”. In terms of a PTP time clock,
“noise” refers to “time error” which is characterized by three parameters:
• Maximum absolute time error (max|TE|): this is the maximum difference from the reference clock, either positive or negative, and is

measured on unfiltered data.
• Constant time error (cTE): the fixed offset from the reference clock.
• Dynamic time error (dTE): the variation of time error with respect to the reference, the two parameters used to quantify the dynamic

time error performance of the clock are MTIE and TDEV.

As defined in G.8273.2, short term holdover is measured on the dTE over 1,000 seconds. This is measured on both the 1PPS output
and the 2-way PTP clock (refer to Figure 2.1 on page 3 and Figure 2.2 Holdover without Physical Layer Assist on page 4). The 2-way
PTP clock time error is derived from the mean of the time errors of the individual time stamps of the sync and delay_request messages
which are exchanged between the master and slave ports. The graphs in 5.1 Short-Term Holdover Results (T=1,000 seconds) compare
the MTIE performance of an OCXO and TCXO as the local reference oscillator both with and without Physical Layer Assist.

For long term (24 hour) holdover performance, we want to observe how much overall time error drift occurs in the T-BC clock. So, for
the graphs in 5.2 Long-Term Holdover Results (T=24 hours), we compare the holdover performance of the maximum absolute time
error for an OCXO and TCXO as the local reference oscillator for both with and without Physical Layer Assist.
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5.1  Short-Term Holdover Results (T=1,000 seconds)

ITU-T G.8273.2 requires that in the absence of the PTP phase/time input, the T-BC needs to meet the holdover masks shown in
3. IEEE 1588v2 Modes of Operation and their Associated Holdover Requirements of this document (Figure 3.1 on page 5 for constant
temperature and Figure 3.2 on page 6 for variable temperature). Results for both phase/time holdover with physical layer assist and
phase/time holdover without physical layer assist are presented.

The table and figure below show a comparison of the performance to short-term holdover using an OCXO and TCXO for the local
reference oscillator both with and without Physical Layer Assist.

It should be noted that in the Skyworks IEEE 1588v2 reference design, when a physical layer clock is provided, the holdover
performance is totally dependent on the average drift rate of the PTP phase/time input at the time when the input is lost. Therefore, the
stability of the local reference oscillator in determining holdover performance in this case is of no importance. However, when a physical
layer clock is not provided, then the stability of the local reference oscillator is ultra-critical in determining holdover performance.

Table 5.1.  Short-Term (1,000 seconds) Holdover Performance (MTIE) of Various Reference Oscillators

Type of Holdover
MTIE (ns)

OCXO TCXO

Phase/time holdover w/physical layer assist 12.0

avg drift = -0.0124ns/s

6.4

avg drift = -0.00715ns/s

Phase/time holdover w/o physical layer assist 65 3621

Figure 5.2.  Short-Term Holdover (dMTIE) Comparing OCXO and TCXO reference oscillators with and without Physical Layer
Assist
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5.2  Long-Term Holdover Results (T=24 hours)

Although ITU-T G.8273.2 only specifies holdover with an observation window size of 1,000 seconds, it is interesting to measure the
performance over a much larger time duration if the network failure persists for up to a 24-hour period. Since the end-to-end time
error requirement for LTE-TDD small cell mobile networks is ±1.5 µs, some network providers may require their network to continue
to meet this specification and therefore want to know how long a single node can continue in a holdover state while not exceeding
this specification based on the stability of their local reference oscillator. Table 5.2 on page 10 and Table 5.3 on page 10 along with
Figure 5.3 Long-Term Holdover (Absolute Time Error) Comparing OCXO and TCXO reference oscillators with and without Physical
Layer Assist (full scale) on page 11 and Figure 5.4 Long-Term Holdover (Absolute Time Error) Comparing OCXO and TCXO reference
oscillators with and without Physical Layer Assist (expanded vertical scale) on page 12 show a comparison of the performance to
long-term (24 hour) holdover between an OCXO and TCXO both with and without Physical Layer Assist.

It should be noted that in the Skyworks IEEE 1588v2 reference design, when a physical layer clock is provided, the holdover
performance is totally dependent on the average drift rate of the PTP phase/time input at the time when the input is lost. Therefore, the
stability of the local reference oscillator in determining holdover performance in this case is of no importance. However, when a physical
layer clock is not provided, then the stability of the local reference oscillator is ultra-critical in determining holdover performance.

Table 5.2.  Long-Term Holdover Performance (Absolute Time Error after 24 Hours) of Various Reference Oscillators

Type of Holdover
Absolute time error (after 24 hours) (ns)

OCXO TCXO

Phase/time holdover w/physical layer assist 855

avg drift = 0.00998ns/s

-332

avg drift = -0.00403ns/s

Phase/time holdover w/o physical layer assist -1,258 222,081

Table 5.3.  Long-Term Holdover Performance (Elapsed Time until Time Error Limit is Exceeded) of Various Reference Oscilla-
tors

Type of Holdover
Elapsed time until Absolute time error limit is exceeded (hrs)

OCXO TCXO

Phase/time holdover w/physical layer assist See note See note

Phase/time holdover w/o physical layer assist 3.4 0.36

Note: Limit was not exceeded after operating in holdover for 24 hours.
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Figure 5.3.  Long-Term Holdover (Absolute Time Error) Comparing OCXO and TCXO reference oscillators with and without
Physical Layer Assist (full scale)
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Figure 5.4.  Long-Term Holdover (Absolute Time Error) Comparing OCXO and TCXO reference oscillators with and without
Physical Layer Assist (expanded vertical scale)
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6.  Important Oscillator Data Sheet Specifications to Consider

The Skyworks XTAL/OCXO/TCXO Reference Guide [6] provides an overview of the various critical data sheet parameters that the user
needs to consider when choosing a reference oscillator for his 1588 PTP network synchronizer application.
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7.  Conclusion

For long-term holdover (currently not specified in ITU-T G.8273.2) the results shown in this application note conclude that as long as
the system continues to have a physical layer clock available (Phase/time holdover with physical layer assist), it should be able to
contain the time error well under ±1.5 µs for a period exceeding 24 hours even with a TCXO-based local reference oscillator. However,
if the system does not have a physical layer clock to assist the packet layer clock during holdover, then the stability of the local
reference oscillator becomes extremely important in determining how long the node can retain the time error to acceptable levels. Using
the end-to-end time error limit for LTE-TDD small cell mobile networks of ±1.5 µs, a system using an OCXO-based oscillator as its local
reference kept the time error within this limit just over 3 hours, whereas the same system using a TCXO-based oscillator as its local
reference exceeded this limit after just 20 minutes. It turns out that the limiting factor for long-term holdover performance is aging.

Oscillator vendors are continuing to use advances in technology to develop affordable and compact local clocks that have superior
stability performance (e.g., aging compensated DOCXO’s) that may allow nodes to meet the end-to-end time error limit for LTE-TDD
small cell mobile networks of ±1.5 µs over a 24-hour period even when a physical layer clock reference is not available. Skyworks
intends to continue to test these improved oscillators and update this application note with the results.
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9.  Glossary

cTE: Average (or constant) Time Error - the mean of the time error function. This is normally expressed as a single number, and
compared to an accuracy specification, e.g. ±50 ns for Class A equipment.

DOCXO: Double OCXO

DSPLL: Skyworks’ proprietary phase locked loop technology which integrates digital signal processing (DSP) circuitry and an ultra-low
phase noise LC-VCO.

EEC: Ethernet Equipment (Slave) Clock—timing characteristics are defined in ITU-T Recommendation G.8262

GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite System—the standard generic term for satellite navigation systems that provide autonomous
geo-spatial positioning with global coverage.

ITU-T: The International Telecommunication Union—Telecommunication Standardization Sector publishes standards in the telecommu-
nication field on a worldwide basis. The ITU-T standards are referred to as Recommendations since they do not have authority to
enforce.

LOS: Loss of Signal—a system alarm that indicates that an input (clock) has been inactive for some specified period of time.

LTE-TDD: Long Term Evolution-Time Division Duplexing: a multiplexing technique whereby upstream and downstream channels use
the same frequency but require an absolute time reference to access the available time slots.

MTIE: Maximum Time Interval Error—the maximum error committed by a clock under test in measuring a time interval for a given
period. It is used to specify clock stability requirements in telecommunications standards.

OCXO: Oven Controlled Crystal Oscillator—a temperature-controlled chamber used to maintain the quartz crystal in electronic crystal
oscillators at a constant temperature, in order to prevent changes in the frequency due to variations in ambient temperature.

OOF: Out of Frequency—a system alarm that indicates that the input (clock) frequency is not within a specified range.

Packet Rate: Packet rate is the established number of packets per second rate between an IEEE1588 master and slave.

ppm: Parts per Million—the ratio of the difference between one signal and a reference signal compared against the reference signal –
the result multiplied by 1 million (1,000,000).

PPS (or 1PPS): Pulse Per Second—an electrical signal that has a width of less than one second and a sharply rising or abruptly falling
edge that accurately repeats once per second. PPS signals are output by radio beacons, frequency standards, other types of precision
oscillators and some GPS receivers.

PRC: Primary Reference Clock—Modern telecommunications networks use highly accurate primary Master Clocks that must meet the
international standards requirement for long term frequency accuracy better than 1 part in 1011. To get this performance, atomic clocks
or GPS disciplined oscillators are normally used.

PTP: Precision Time Protocol—a protocol used to synchronize clocks throughout a computer network.

SyncE: Synchronous Ethernet is an ITU-T standard for transmitting clock signals over the Ethernet physical layer.

T-BC: Telecom—Boundary Clock has multiple PTP ports in a domain. It can serve as either a master or a slave.

T-GM: Telecom—Grandmaster clock is the ultimate source of time in its domain.

T-TSC: Telecom—Time Slave Clock receives timing information from master clocks in the domain.

T-TC: Telecom—Transparent Clock adds its estimated delay to the transmitted timing information and passes the timing packets on to
the next clock.

TCXO: Temperature-Compensated Crystal Oscillator—an electronic oscillator circuit that uses the mechanical resonance of a vibrating
crystal of piezoelectric material to create an electrical signal with a precise frequency.

TE: Time Error—the difference between the time indicated by one clock relative to a reference clock.

XTAL: Abbreviation for “Crystal.”
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